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Computerized Neuropsychological
Assessments: Pros and Cons

To the Editor: January 12,2009

We read with interest the "Computerized
Neuropsychological Assessments" article by
Woo.1 This article highlighted a number of
advantages and disadvantages of computerized
assessment, including simplicity; precision of
measurement; shorter assessment time; stan-
dardization; automatic scoring; and minimization
of subjectivity, as well the impact examiners may
have on participant (advantages); use of multiple-
choice formats; reliance on the visual modality;
provision of less qualitative information than pen-
cil-and-paper tests; limited assessment of each
cognitive domain (ie, one measure to assess a
particular cognitive domain); and participant unfa-
miliarity with computers (disadvantages).

We were surprised by the failure to note
crucial sources of error in computerized neu-
ropsychological assessment,2 including use of
various configurations and operating systems,
and real-time versus store-and-forward Internet-
based assessment, which highlights the need
for standardization of technologies and meth-
ods in which Web-based information may be
exchanged. We were also surprised by some of
the disadvantages raised in this review,1 many
of which have already been overcome. Modern
computerized neuropsychological batteries have
already incorporated auditory as well as visual
modalities with the simultaneous use of both,
have been programmed to provide detailed
qualitative information for multiple measures
of function within single domains, and have
enabled testing on computerized touch screens
that are easier to learn and more intuitive.

In addition, we would like to note that mul-
tiple-choice testing is not necessarily typical
in neuropsychological testing. Computerized
neuropsychological testing can employ similar
neuropsychological tasks to those employed in
paper-and-pencil testing (including, for exam-
ple, trail-making tests, the cognitive Stroop task,

choice reaction time, California Verbal Learning
Test, tests of visual and working memory,
Controlled Oral Word Association Task, spot the
real word test, go/no-go task), which is facili-
tated by use of a touch screen interfacing with
the computer.

Recognition of the value of computerized
neuropsychological testing led the American
Psychological Association to highlight the six
major benefits of computerized assessments,34

which include automated data collection and
storage; greater efficiency of use; release of the
clinician from task administration to focus on
treatment; greater sense of mastery and con-
trol for the client; reduced negative self-evalua-
tion among clients that experience difficulty on
the computer; and greater ability to measure
aspects of performance not possible through
traditional means, such as latency, strength, and
variability in response patterns. Computerization
provides the unique opportunity for immedi-
ate clinical decision support and has been
found to significantly improve clinical practice.6

Notwithstanding the aforementioned benefits,
as noted by Woo,1 and the importance of a clini-
cian in the interpretation of the testing output is
of clinical imperative.

In this regard, we would like to introduce two
other options for computerized assessment not
mentioned in Woo's article1: IntegNeuro6 and
WebNeuro,7 which provide automated assess-
ment using standardized specialized hardware
and software and Internet-enabled assessment
software, respectively.These tools are being
used in healthy controls to examine the rela-
tionships between gene, brain, and behavior8 as
well as in a number of clinical populations.910

Reliability, validity, and norms for comparison
with clinical groups for both IntegNeuro61112 and
WebNeuro71314 have been previously reported.
Explicit benefits include standardization, which
leads to enhanced reliability and, therefore, accu-
racy (eg, increased precision of reaction times);
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efficiency (ie, 60 minutes for IntegNeuro and 30
minutes for WebNeuro makes cognitive assess-
ment doable in real-world clinical settings); integra-
tion of neuropsychological function with the Brain
Resource International Database,16 which contains
detailed genomic, brain, and behavioral informa-
tion; and a crucially detailed clinical interpretation
that complements the computerized approach.

Sincerely,
Andrew H. Kemp, PhD
Ainslie Hatch, BA (Hons)
Leanne M.Williams, PhD
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THE AUTHOR RESPONDS
Kemp and colleagues commented on the

"Computerized Neuropsychological Assessments"
article, which was based on a discussion from the
Alzheimer's Disease Summit.1 The purpose of the
presentation was to review computer-based mea-
sures that have been utilized in the mild cognitive
impairment and Alzheimer's disease research lit-
erature. Some common advantages and disadvan-
tages of these methodologies were discussed.

They remarked that an additional disadvantage
of these assessments includes sources of error from
the use of different types of computer software
and technologies. It is agreed and already widely
accepted that inherent in the use of computers is
the potential for multiple pitfalls, such as possible
hardware and software failures and lack of equiva-
lence across differing methods. In fact, one central
theme of the original presentation was to highlight
the important issue that needs to be considered by
clinicians and researchers, that traditional paper-
and-pencil neuropsychological tests may not be
analogous to their computer-based counterparts.

Kemp and colleagues also commented that
new computer batteries incorporate the simul-
taneous use of visual and auditory modalities,
which does not contradict points from the origi-
nal article.These points were that the use of a
computer entails reliance upon the visual modal-
ity, even if auditory presentations are included.
In contrast, numerous paper-and-pencil tests
are solely auditory, such as the California Verbal
Learning Test and the Logical Memory subtest of
the Wechsler Memory Scale. If examinees learn
a list of words by viewing them on a computer
screen and hearing them read aloud, this multi-
modal type of acquisition may not produce the
same type of recall rates as examinees learning
the words only by hearing them.

Kemp and colleagues added that computerized
assessments have been programmed to assess
qualitative aspects of an evaluation.The original
article noted that computer tests do not provide as
much qualitative information as paper-and-pencil
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testing. While some computerized tests of cognitive
ability have incorporated quantitative methods to
highlight process aspects of performance, these
are limited in contrast those made during a typical
neuropsychological assessment. Other researchers2

have highlighted the fact that computer tests do not
allow the examiner to interrupt the evaluation pro-
cess, which reduces the examiner's flexibility and
ability to "test the limits." Qualitative observations
of test performances can be exceedingly helpful in
determining the reason for a low test score, in addi-
tion to aiding in the identification of an underlying
pathological process. Nevertheless, the advantage
to the reduced flexibility in computerized assess-
ment is the increased standardization that was dis-
cussed in the original article.

Finally, Kemp and colleagues mentioned that
multiple-choice testing is not employed in all
computerized tests, which is accurate.The main
point of the original article was that examinees are
often limited to choosing from available response
options provided on a computer screen, whether
a keyboard or touch screen are the response for-
mats. In paper-and-pencil tests, examinees often
have the opportunity to provide spontaneous ver-
bal answers. These answers can include intrusion

and perseveration errors that would not be as eas-
ily obtained during computerized testing.

Overall, there are advantages and disadvan-
tages to using only paper-and-pencil tests or
only computer tests at this time. However, each
method provides important information regard-
ing individuals' cognitive functioning and is use-
ful in distinguishing among healthy aging, mild
cognitive impairment, and Alzheimer's disease.
With advances in technology, computer assess-
ments will likely become even more beneficial
than they are currently.

Sincerely,
Ellen Woo, PhD
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1. Mu-opioid antagonist that may 3.
mitigate euphoria associated with
heavy drinking

2. Functionality of dopamine D2 pre- 6. Number of subunits that form the
synaptic receptors alpha pore in a VSSC (voltage-sensi-

tive sodium channel)

4. Antipsychotics can cause resistance 7. Bare nerve ending activated only
of this hormone by noxious stimuli

5. ^ 9.

8. Bipolar I disorder requires at least 11. Site on neuron that integrates
one or mixed episode chemical encoding

10.
(abbr.)

12.
(abbr.)

Think you know?
visit

www.neiglobal.com/go/answers
for answers.
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